
 8 different unfinished 
‘Enchanted Pictures’ – 4 of 
Bee’s and 4 of Ladybird’s

 A pencil

 Colouring pencils

 A whiteboard and marker, 
or an A3 sheet of white 
paper

10–15 minutes (plus time to 
repeat with other pictures)

ENCHANTED PICTURES

To start, tell your child this short story:

Ladybird and Bee started some drawings called ‘Enchanted Pictures’. The drawings were called that because 
Ladybird and Bee were doing them with some ‘magic’ pencils (show your child the colouring pencils). These 
magic pencils can create an amazing and beautiful selection of different objects, and that’s why they were going 
to be Enchanted Pictures. But do you know what happened? Ladybird became frustrated and he just gave up. 
And then Bee felt sad because she thought she couldn’t do the drawings very well so she gave up too. Oh dear!

If you could complete Ladybird’s and Bee’s drawings, you could show them how their work could have been 
really special, if they had kept going with the magic pencils and not given up!

Show your child the first Enchanted Picture that Ladybird started – the rectangle. Draw several rectangles on the 
whiteboard/sheet of paper. Ask your child: What could it be a picture of? Let them brainstorm while you follow 
their suggestions to complete various possibilities for the rectangle (for example: a briefcase, an envelope, a train, 
a flag, a house). Model for your child, by ‘thinking out loud’, how to draw their ideas carefully and add details to 
make the object that they have chosen for each rectangle look amazing and special.

Then give your child the unfinished rectangle of Ladybird’s and ask them: So can you use your imagination and 
the magic pencils to create an amazing picture from the rectangle yourself, so that Ladybird can see that she 
could have done the same if she had just kept going and not given up? 

When they have finished, look at the picture your child has created together. Talk about it, and give them specific 
feedback on what makes their picture particularly imaginative, creative and special. Then say: Ladybird, can you 
see how if you had kept going, how you could have made a beautiful and original drawing just like this one? Put 
on a voice for Ladybird, and make an appropriate, positive comment in response.

Repeat the activity with one of Bee’s unfinished drawings. 

Then repeat the activity, as many times as possible over the coming weeks, using a different unfinished picture of 
Ladybird’s or Bee’s each time.

Your child can name a variety of objects that match a schematic drawing. 
Your child can create their own imaginative pictures from a small detail.

To imagine objects that match a schematic drawing
To know that a schematic drawing can be used to represent a variety of objects 
To create an image from a small detail
To develop imagination, creativity and originality
To develop perseverance and concentration
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